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Knowledge distillation

Typical knowledge distillation
I Extract information from a teacher to a student
I Student typically has less parameters than the teacher
I Student mimics the prediction of the teacher

Typical KD loss:

LKD

= −
∑
k∈V

Pt(y = k) logPs(y = k)

V is the label set.

Teacher

Student

Data KD loss
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Structural Knowledge distillation

Structured prediction
I Predict structured objects, for example POS tagging.
I Output space Y(x) is exponential in input.

Structural KD loss

Lstr-KD = −
∑

y∈Y(x)

Pt(y |x) logPs(y |x) (1)
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Approximate solutions
Weighted top-K KD

Structure-Level Knowledge Distillation For Multilingual Sequence Labeling,
Wang et al., 2020

Weighted top-K KD
I Use best k samples T = {y1,y2, ...,yk} from output space.
I Normalized probabilities P ′t (y |x) for y ∈ T as weights
I

Ltop−wk =
∑
y∈T

P
′

t (yi |x) logPs(yi |x)

Posterior KD for KD between linear-chain CRF models
I Calculate the marginal distribution on each token using

forward-backward algorithm
I Use token-wised knowledge distillation finally
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Our approach
Substructure factorization

We observe that:
I For many structure prediction models, score of structured output is

factorized into scores of substructures: φ(y |x) =
∑

u∈y φ(u|x),

Then the probability of output structure can be represented as follow:

P(y |x) =
∏

u∈y expφ(u,x)
Z(x)

(2)

y(i)y(i-1) y(i+1)

......

Factors in linear-chain CRF

x(i)x(i-1) x(i+1)
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Our approach
Factorized structural knowledge distillation loss

Then we can deduce the factorized structural knowledge distillation loss
from (1) and (2):

Lstr-KD = −
∑

u∈Us(x)

Pt(u|x)φs(u,x) + logZs(x)

Us(x) is the student’s substructure space.

Teacher

Student

Data Str. KD loss

Substructure score
of student

marginal distribution

( , )s sφ u x
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Our approach
Factorized structural knowledge distillation loss

Condition for tractable structural knowledge distillation
We can compute the exact structural knowledge distillation loss, if
I Student’s substructure space Us(x) is polynomial in size.
I Teacher’s marginal distribution over student’s substructures Pt(u|x) can

be tractably estimated.

This is indeed the case for many widely used models for structured
prediction tasks, such as sequence labeling and dependency parsing.
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Example cases
Scenario 1: Teacher and student share the same factorization forms

Case 1a: Linear-chain CRF to
Linear-chain CRF
I Application: for example to

compress a large teacher with
powerful embeddings.

I substructures of both models:
label pairs
{(yi−1, yi)|i = 1, ...,n},1

I Substructure marginal

Pt(yi−1, yi |x)
∝ α(yi−1)φ(yi−1, yi |x)β(yi)

using forward-backward
algorithm.

1x

2x

3x

1y

2y

3y

1(( , ) | )t i iP y y− x

Linear-chain CRF teacher

Input               Encoder                        CRF decoder                                 substructure scores

1x

2x

3x

1y

2y

3y

Linear-chain CRF student

Str. KD loss

Input               Encoder                        CRF decoder                                marginal distribution

1( , )s i iy yφ − , x

forward backward           

1We absorb emission scores into transition scores
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Example cases
Scenario 1: Teacher and student share the same factorization forms

Case 1b: graph based dependency
parsing to dependency parsing as
sequence labeling
I Choose a dependency head hi

and a label li for each token i
I Both substructures:
{yi = (hi , li)|i = 1, ...,n}

I Teacher models Pt(hi |x) and
Pt(li |x) separately, so marginal
distribution is:
Pt(hi , li |x) = Pt(hi |x)Pt(li |x)

Input               Encoder                   biaffine classifier                             marginal distribution

1x

2x

3x

( | )t iP h x

( | )t iP l x

Input               Encoder                  MaxEnt decoder                                 substructure scores

1x

2x

3x

1y

2y

3y

Student: Dependency parsing as sequence labeling 

head

label

(( , ) | )t i iP h l x

Str. KD loss

Teacher: Graph-based dependency parsing 

(( , ), )is ih lφ x
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Example cases
Scenario 2: Student has more fine-grained substructures than the teacher

Case 2a: Linear-Chain CRF to
MaxEnt
I Application: for example we

need a simple and efficient
network.

I Student predicts each label
Ps(yi |x) independently.

I Student’s substructures: labels
{yi |i = 1, ...,n}.

I Teacher’s substructures: label
pairs {(yi−1, yi)|i = 1, ...,n}.

I Teacher’s marginal distribution:

Pt(yi |x) ∝ α(yi−1)β(yi)

forward backward

1x

2x

3x

1y

2y

3y

Linear-chain CRF teacher

Input               Encoder                   MaxEnt decoder                               substructure scores

1x

2x

3x

1y

2y

3y

MaxEnt student

Str. KD loss

Input               Encoder                        CRF decoder                                 marginal distribution

( )s iyφ , x

( | )t iP y x
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Example cases
Scenario 2: Student has more fine-grained substructures than the teacher

Case 2b: Second-Order
Dependency Parsing to Dependency
Parsing as Sequence Labeling
I Student’s substructures:
{yi = (hi , li)|i = 1, ...,n}.

I For teacher, we can calculate
Pt(hi |x) using mean field
variational inference. Teacher
models Pt(li |x) as in case 1b.

I Teacher’s marginal distribution
is: Pt(hi , li |x) = Pt(hi |x)Pt(li |x)

Input               Encoder                                                                            marginal distribution

1x

2x

3x

( | )t iP h x

( | )t iP l x

Input               Encoder                  MaxEnt decoder                                 substructure scores

1x

2x

3x

1y

2y

3y

Student: Dependency parsing as sequence labeling 

head

label

(( , ) | )t i iP h l x

Str. KD loss

Teacher: Graph-based dependency parsing 

(( , ), )is ih lφ x

biaffine classifier

second order 
decoder

MFVI
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Example cases
Scenario 3: Teacher has more fine-grained substructures than the student

Case 3: MaxEnt to Linear-chain
CRF

I Application: for example
zero-shot cross-lingual NER.

I Student’s substructures: label
pairs {(yi−1, yi)|i = 1, ...,n}.

I Teacher’s substructures: labels
{yi |i = 1, ...,n}.

I Teacher’s marginal distribution:
Pt(yi−1, yi |x) = Pt(yi−1)Pt(yi)

1x

2x

3x

1y

2y

3y

1(( , ) | )t i iP y y− x

MaxEnt teacher

Input               Encoder                        CRF decoder                                 substructure scores

1x

2x

3x

1y

2y

3y

Linear-chain CRF student

Str. KD loss

Input               Encoder                        MaxEnt decoder                          marginal distribution

1( , )s i iy yφ − , x

( )itP y | x

1( )t iP y − | x
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Example cases
Scenario 4: Incompatible factorization forms

Case 4: NER as Parsing to MaxEnt
I Student’s substructures: labels

for each token {yi |i = 1, ...,n},
with BIOES labeling scheme.

I Teacher’s substructures: labels
for each candidate entity
{y ′k |k = 1, ...,n2}

I We calculate teacher’s marginal
distribution using dynamic
programming.

dynamic 
programming

1x

2x

3x

NER as parsing teacher

Input               Encoder                   MaxEnt decoder                               substructure scores

1x

2x

3x

1y

2y

3y

MaxEnt student

Str. KD loss

Input               Encoder                        biaffine classifier                         marginal distribution

( )s iyφ , x

( )itP y | x
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Experiments
Experiments on labeled data
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Experiments
Experiments with labeled/unlabeled data
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Experiments
Experiments of multilingual NER
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Summary

Summary
I We derive a factorized form of the structural KD objective and make it

tractable to compute and optimize for many typical choices of teacher
and student models.

I Our approach also extend the scope of application of structural
knowledge distillation.

I Empirical results show that our approach outperforms baselines without
KD as well as previous KD approaches.
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